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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the author defines the evolution of the Classic Enterprise Information Infrastructure into Sustainability and Global Enterprise Information Infrastructure. However, this is not the end of evolution. Since Enterprise Systems operate within larger entities, such as Local, National, Global Information Infrastructures and these create the Civilization Information Infrastructure. The latter is the foundation for modern civilizations and the emerging Global Civilization, with repercussions for lower level infrastructures as well as World Civilization. If such civilizations want to survive, they must be able to monitor and predict sustainability in relationship with enterprises. In this paper, the author then gives recommendations for pathways to a sustainable future.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to define a concept how to transform a classic enterprise into sustainability and global-oriented enterprise, which will be economically vital, environmentally accountable, and socially responsible. Furthermore, such enterprise’s intelligence system should be integrated with national and civilizational levels of the Monitoring and Predicting Systems. The approach to solve these issues is based on graphic modeling the mentioned systems. As a result of this study, the
pathways to a sustainable future of an enterprise and civilization are offered.

CLASSIC ENTERPRISE INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE

The Classic Enterprise Information Infrastructure (C-EII) is illustrated in Figure 1. It contains 7 specialized layers, where the 6th and 7th Layer are the most visible for the end-users. A set of applications is evolving along with the development of IT concepts and business needs. In the 2000th it is based upon work from the office via in building, local, metropolitan, and national networks/infrastructures (LAN, LII, MII, NII) and from a home via a home network/infrastructure (HII) for tele-work. The 7-Intelligence Layer is also an application layer, which specializes in managing of the whole enterprise with the support of Knowledge Management System, composed of Enterprise Data warehouse, Data Mining, Knowledge Database, and Management Dashboard, also known as business intelligence.

GLOBAL ENTERPRISE INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE

The Global Enterprise Information Infrastructure (G-EII) is the extension of the C-EII through the Global networks/infrastructure, as it is illustrated in Figure 2. The user-visible Layer 6 has applications more complex than applications of a classic enterprise, since they have

Figure 1. The classic enterprise information infrastructure architecture
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